
Ken Conca has written an extraordinarily useful book which both pushes forward
analysis of international institutions and provides insightful discussion of the various
global debates about water. There are faults to be found in this book, but they are
few. This is a work of great originality and judicious scholarship. It has received the
2006 Harold and Margaret Sprout Award and the 2006 Chadwick F. Alger Award,
both presented by the International Studies Association (ISA). It deserves to be read
widely and will likely have a significant influence on water discussions.

Conca’s project is to examine the idea of an international environmental regime
as it applies to the case of water. He thinks this case will be problematic for regime
theory because the regime approach is better at addressing transboundary issues
such as air pollution than local environmental problems with a global toll. Thus,
Conca writes ‘‘[c]onventional regimes may or may not respond effectively to the
problem of pollution beyond borders, but they have been largely powerless in
protecting the planet’s places’’ (8). While water has international flows––that is,
rivers cross borders and water can be diverted across borders––much of the global
concern about water scarcity and pollution arises from a ‘‘hidden, creeping,
incremental and cumulative’’ assault that is not easily grasped by interstate
agreements (8).

What is an international environmental regime? Conca describes it as a cooper-
ative global approach to an environmental concern built by agreements among
sovereign states. The book proceeds by first developing ideas about global envi-
ronmental governance in Chapter 2. Conca examines in Chapter 4 whether a global
regime exists for water, before looking, in Chapters 5, 6 and 7, at how global policy
on water may be emerging. These chapters provide important examinations of de-
bates about the privatization of water, human rights and access to water, and how
contentious politics between social groups coalesce to form rules and norms around
water in the Global South.
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Chapter 2, ‘‘Toward a Theory of International Institutions’’ deserves a wide
readership. It is a nuanced discussion of international institutions and environmental
agreements. It reviews two environmental regimes that have been relatively suc-
cessful: The Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer and the
Basel Convention on the Control of Transboundary Movements of Hazardous
Wastes. These two treaties exemplify elements of a global regime: governments are
the authoritative players; technical working groups established as part of the regime
advise them; and rules may be contested but the authoritative role of the state
generally is not (39–40).

But Conca advances considerably beyond these elements and by so doing illu-
minates some of the conceptual limits of the state-based international regime. He
identifies three ‘‘deeply embedded characteristics’’ of international regimes:

(1) Regimes territorialize nature by drawing ‘‘a sharp territorial distinction be-
tween the international and domestic realms;’’

(2) Regimes assume states have the competence and authority to implement
international agreements within their domestic sphere; and

(3) Regimes ‘stabilize’ knowledge; they ‘‘cloak themselves in the mantle of
objective, functional rationality grounded in the methods of modern science’’
(39–40).

In other words, international regimes are embedded in a nation–state system
poorly suited to an engagement with global environmental challenges that are ter-
ritorially unconstrained, incompletely illuminated by the natural sciences, and in-
tensely political.

These characteristics of regimes contribute to problems even where regimes are
successfully established: some states prove incapable of applying international pol-
icies domestically; domestic pollution has global effects; scientific networks often
engage with international issues from outside of treaty parameters; regime goals can
be manipulated by powerful countries. This insight coincides with recent critiques of
the Montreal Protocol (Gareau Forthcoming). Conca writes: ‘‘It is difficult to
imagine an environmental regime having the capacity-building provisions to over-
come these obstacles, which are not merely administrative, technical, or financial,
but profoundly political’’ (46). He argues that an examination of place-based issues
like water will provide greater understanding of how to tackle global challenges than
focusing on mimicking the few successful global regimes.

Chapter 3, ‘‘Pushing Rivers Around,’’ is a review of how states have historically
extracted, mined, polluted and depleted water as if there were no tomorrow. This
process has displaced millions of people and disturbed vast freshwater and saltwater
ecosystems.

In Chapter 4, ‘‘In Search of a Global Regime for International Rivers,’’ Conca
and collaborators examine the extent to which a regime, or a set of rules, is emerging
to manage international rivers. They find little sign of the emergence of global norms
in international and bilateral agreements. This chapter overlooks some innovation in
international river agreements in South Asia (Cf. Crow and Singh 1999), but this
omission does not invalidate the general thesis that evidence is scant for a growing
regime for international rivers.
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In the following three chapters, Conca looks at the evolution of agreement on
water through discourse and struggle: the discourse of Integrated Water Resource
Management (IWRM), struggles against big dams, and the discourse and struggle
over privatizing water. Chapter 5 ‘‘Expert Networks: The Elusive Quest for Inte-
grated Water Resources Management’’ examines the spread of a technocratic, river
basin centered discourse and practice of IWRM through the organizing of
state-based scientists and engineers. Conca argues that IWRM forms a knowledge
network that influences how water is governed internationally. This network, an
‘‘epistemic community’’ of sorts (Haas 1992), can shift international water regulation
and governance from almost exclusive concern with ‘‘pushing rivers around’’ to a
more holistic and environmental approach to water management. Conca summarizes
the emergence of this discourse as follows: ‘‘IWRM emerged and developed within a
politically ambiguous space, bounded by several tangential intergovernmental
organizations and interstate accords. The absence of a coherent global water regime
or global water organization seems to have created space for a broader, less state-
based discursive process’’ (133–138). While he thinks IWRM has shifted discussion
about rivers toward environmental concerns, it has not been able to manage the
intense social controversies around big dams and the privatization of water.

Chapter 6 ‘‘The Ecology of Human Rights: Anti-Dam Activism and Watershed
Democracy’’ is perhaps the weakest of Conca’s chapters. It provides an excellent
overview of some movements against big dams culminating in the fascinating dis-
cussions involving governments, the World Bank and environmental activists in the
World Commission on Dams. The problem is that Conca has a rather romantic view
of international movements like the International Rivers Network. He sees them as
having unique capacities to bridge different social worlds and generate some sem-
blance of international representation. A more skeptical approach might examine
the size of these activist networks and their ability to effectively represent diverse
viewpoints other than those of the small groups of indigenous people whose causes
they often champion.

Chapter 7 ‘‘Invisible Hand, Visible Fist: The Transnational Politics of Water
Marketization’’ is a comprehensive and useful summary of struggles around the
privatization of water. Conca disaggregates the different elements in the complex set
of debates around water as a market good versus water as a human right. He de-
scribes the way that water marketization has been promoted as part of the neoliberal
‘consensus’ on development, through trade liberalization of water services, wide-
spread changes in national laws, and corporate strategies. While noting the famous
opposition to privatization mounted in Bolivia, Conca also describes other protests
across the world and the growth of a transnational movement against water priv-
atization. Nonetheless, the discourse of privatization and water as an economic good
has been influential. It provides a different set of international rules which eschew
the ‘‘statist, territorial approach of prototypical interstate regimes in favor of...the
disciplining power of the market.’’ Conca notes, however, ‘‘stabilized knowledge
about the goods and bads associated with water is given over to myth and ceremony
about the guiding hand of price signals and the creative destruction of market
capitalism’’ (252).

Chapters 8 and 9 are case studies on Brazil and South Africa. Both exhibit
impressive historical reference to the evolution of water management. Brazil’s water
insecurity is described as a consequence of its uneven socioeconomic conditions; the
tremendous gap between rich and poor sectors of Brazilian society. Although water
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is generally managed by the federal government, ‘‘contentious politics across a wide
range of domains, from the courtroom to the dam site to the Internet’’ have come
together to form rules and norms around water in Brazil, which involves transna-
tional activist influences as well as marketization links through heavy World Bank
involvement (307).

The South Africa case is one of relative success vis-à-vis the Brazil case, in no
small part because of its distinct political history. In South Africa, civil society has
less of an historical impact and the state and the African National Congress have
more central and legitimate control, leading to greater central control over water
management. Also Brazil has more dams and less cooperation among neighboring
states, and was subject to international lending more than South Africa.

Conca overlooks some key aspects of water, notably the debates and struggles
around water for irrigation, but he has managed to advance discussion of most of the
major international debates about water while also pushing forward ways of ana-
lyzing global representation and rule-making. He concludes: ‘‘We must allow our-
selves to conceive of institutions that construct more complex, diverse, or fluid
spaces for fair and effective responses to a growing class of socioecological contro-
versies. And we must be ready to see those institutions emerging in the world around
us’’ (389).
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